
     
read the words

     
   understand the words



What do I already know about this topic?

I predict this book will be about . . . because . . .

I wonder why . . .

I know what that feels like because . . .

I can make pictures in my mind

I think what the author is trying to tell me is . . .

I wonder why . . .

I predicted . . . would happen, but now I think . . .

Activate prior knowledge

Predict/make inferences

Question

Revise and adjust predictions

Question

Make inferences

Visualise

Make connections

Evaluate the text

Question

Revisit predictions

Synthesise

Retell/summarise The main idea of the story is . . .

My ideas have changed after reading this . . .

At the beginning I predicted that . . .

I’d like to find out why . . .

I found this book useful for my report because . . .
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	 	 	 What is inferring?



            

Looking for clues



 Author and me       

Text

Text



•    Word (and picture clues)

+
prior knowledge 

=
inferences



            
       Watch me as I infer
     Watch and notice 
               as I infer



!

!

 I do 
!

 We do 
!

 You do  
do 



!

!

 I do 
!

 We do 
!

 You do  
do 



The automatic doors clicked open as Krista 
strode in. She glanced at the cluster of signs 
and continued down the wide polished 
corridor.  Ahead of her a set of double 
doors flew open and a trolley pushed by five 
concerned faces raced past. The smell of 
antiseptic caught in her throat. Pushing 
through another set of doors she emerged 
into a brightly lit room. Rows of plastic seats 
groaned with injured people.  Where was 
Tom?  The call had been brief but she knew 
he was here somewhere...
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The automatic doors clicked open as Krista 
strode in. She glanced at the cluster of signs 
and continued down the wide polished 
corridor.  Ahead of her a set of double 
doors flew open and a trolley pushed by five 
concerned faces raced past. The smell of 
antiseptic caught in her throat. Pushing 
through another set of doors she emerged 
into a brightly lit room. Rows of plastic seats 
groaned with injured people.  Where was 
Tom?  The call had been brief but she knew 
he was here somewhere...

  It must be a big 
trolley to have five 

people pushing it so 
it’s probably not a 

supermarket trolley.  

This is a clue - it 
must be in a hospital 
as hospitals always 
smell of antiseptic..  

That also makes this part make sense  as there are 
wide corridors in hospitals and lots of doors. 

There would be 
injured people in a 

hospital



   What did you notice?



!

!

 I do 
!

 We do 
!

 You do  
do 



Regan’s heart began to race. He could feel his heart 
beating in his chest. His mouth was dry and his 
breathing was shallow. How was he even going to 
speak he wondered. 

 All Regan could see was a blur of faces. His mother 
would be sitting there, back upright as a statue, 
waiting. No doubt she would have pushed her way 
to a seat at the front.



!

!

 I do 
!

 We do 
!

 You do  
do 



The rows of vegetables gleamed under the 
fluorescent lighting. Signs advertising special 
offers swung giddily from the ceiling. He 
inched forward keeping himself hidden 
behind a woman whose child rocked happily 
in the plastic chair mounted on the trolley.  
As they passed down the dairy aisle, a cold 
draught caught the back of his neck, sending 
a shiver down his spine.


